Save time, money and the environment with a Fax Server

The Fax Server ISDN II is a versatile Fax Server for the demanding customer.
The Fax Server can be connected directly to the ISDN trunk completely independent of the PBX saving the need for internal analogue lines usually needed to connect standard fax machines. On the other hand it can just as easily be connected to an internal ISDN extension when connecting to the trunk line is not an option.

The fax Server ISDN will:
- Reduce cost by eliminating manual faxing, paper & toner, paper archiving, multiple fax machines and maintenance.
- Increase employee productivity by automating fax delivery, faxes can be sent from and received on the employees PC by e-mail or with the supplied software.
- Improve service level by providing secure, confirmed and immediate document delivery and complete digital archiving.
Specifications

Features
• Fax to E-mail – E-mail to fax
• Automated archiving of all fax traffic
• Easy connectivity / Quick install
• Very low power consumption (9 Watt)
• No user licenses needed
• Connects to basic Rate lines
• ISDNII: 2 port 1 - 4 channels
• ISDNII: 4port 1 - 8 channels
• Internal storage capacity up to 1 500 000 pages

Optional
• Storage upgrade to double capacity (3,000,000 pages)
• CD recorder + Fax Server Quick CD Access Software (only available for 19” rack model)
• Fax Recording option for Fax Server ISDN
• 19” professional rack mount product housing
• Channel upgrade on card
• Extended warranty up to 3 years

Technical specifications
• Article no.4 ch: 020.01950
• Article no.8 ch: 020.01952

General
• Working temperature: 0 - 40°C
• Size: 26 x 19 x 5,5 cm [desktop]
  44 x 31,5 x 9,5 cm [19” rack]
• Weight: 1200 grams [desktop]
  6500 grams [19” rack]
• CryptoCard: Credit Card size external
• Power: 230/110V, 50-60Hz

Connections
• Telecom connectivity: 4x ISDN Basic rate

Technical approvals
• EMC: EN55022 ClassB
  EN55024 ClassB
  FCC15 subpartB
• Safety: EN60950

Software

SendFax:
With Sendfax any user can send faxes as easy as printing a document from his PC. SendFax features local and remote phonebooks, group sending, delayed sending and priority sending. It can also add predefined attachments and personal cover pages.

Integration/Automation: SendFax offers an easy way to automate the sending of faxes by other programs.

FS-Email:
Send faxes just like sending an e-mail. FS-Email brings easy faxing to anybody or any workstation that can send an e-mail. No software is needed on the normal workstations. Only one machine in the network should run the FS-Email program. This program works as an E-mail receiver and converts the e-mails it receives into Faxes to be sent by the Fax Server. All printable files (Word, PDF etc.) can be faxed. FS-Email can also receive fax jobs from a Multifunctional device.

Fax Server Access software
Every sent or received fax is stored in a comprehensive data base on the Fax Server. With the Fax Server Access software you are able to search, view, e-mail, print or backup every single fax ever sent or received, in a matter of seconds.

Fax Server Setup
Add and edit fax users remotely, linking users to fax numbers and e-mail addresses.